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Ikea introduces Kombucha kits.

Luxe Karess Smudgeproof
overlaminate film.

Printpack - Winner of the
2018 Collaboration Award.
Getty Images.

Danish Kombucha Brewery
Læsk Launches Exclusive Brand
for IKEA
Every year, IKEA invites the world to take part in its Democratic Design
Days. This year brought the launch of a new kombucha brew kit by Læsk —
made exclusively for IKEA and developed by design agency Everland.
“Kombucha brewing should be for everybody,” said Line Hoff, co-founder at
Læsk. “With this new brand, we can truly democratize kombucha. The playful
yet simple illustrations make it accessible and friendly so everybody can get
started.” Everland has helped develop the new brand and packaging design —
a design that draws on Læsk's characteristic branding that the agency also
helped design less than two years ago.
Nobelus Introduces LuxeFilms Karess SmudgeProof Overlaminate
Nobelus specializes in printable and overlaminate films, including a line of
films for the print and packaging trade. LuxeFilms now offers Karess
SmudgeProof, the clear overlaminate, guards against scuff marks, smudges
and fingerprints with its protective finish — allowing labels, cartons and book
covers to boast beautiful tactility without showing wear.
Printpack Named Collaboration Award 2018 winner for Keurig Dr Pepper
Printpack, manufacturer of flexible and specialty rigid packaging, was
recognized by Keurig Dr Pepper (KDP) as its Collaboration Award winner for
2018 at its recent Supplier Collaboration Summit. Printpack received the
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360º of Collaboration
Printpack views package design and manufacturing as an interwoven process that supports our
customers' goals. It starts with protection and preservation – to get the product where it needs to be
without damage, waste, spoilage, or compromised quality. It continues with value engineering for cost
savings, manufacturing efficiencies, longer shelf life, and environmental stewardship.
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Collaboration Award 2018 for its work on cost savings
achieved via a joint Kaizen project. KDP's Supplier
Collaboration Summit gathers suppliers across product
lines to share insights and discuss trends and
innovation. As part of the event, KDP selects 10
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companies to be honored with its annual Supplier
Recognition Awards across 10 categories.
Lamipak Introduces New Product with Lowest
Carbon Footprint in Product Range
Lamipak, producer of aseptic packaging, announced
the launch of its all brown board product, LamiNatural.
Designed with sustainability in mind, LamiNatural is the
absence of a layer of white clay coating, exposing the
unbleached paper underneath giving the product’s its
natural brown fiber appearance. Besides aesthetics, the
overall weight of the product becomes lighter and
reduces the carbon footprint to manufacture and
transport the package. Another benefit of the design is
lower waste and chemical use. This not only increases
the yield of the product but also eases the stress of
consumption on natural resources. To push the
sustainability of the product further, a bio-based
polymer is used on the external layer of the package to
reduce dependence on fossil fuels. PS
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PACKAGING STATEGIES EXCLUSIVE

Using 3D Technology to Improve Consumer
Experience and Brand Packaging
By Ali Moosani – President, Esko | Brand Solutions
In the film “Ready Player One,” much of humanity
lives in a dystopian culture and relies heavily on virtual
reality (VR) to escape the real world. The year is 2045,
and the movie’s protagonist, Wade Watts, uses the VR
software, OASIS, to go to school, shop at the mall, play
video games with friends and create his virtual world.
Sounds crazy, right?
These types of technologies used to feel so far
removed from our current state, but not anymore.
Smart technologies and the Internet of Things are at the
forefront of changing everything, and quickly. The year is
2019: Do you need to adjust the temperature your
thermostat but you are not at home? There’s an app for
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that. Need help parking your car? Let your vehicle do it
for you. It won’t be long until we’re all wearing Google
Glass to help us make purchasing decisions or using an
Oculus headset to do more than just play video games.
Technologies such as AR/VR are penetrating in all areas
of our lives, but particularly within shopping.
MarketsandMarkets reports that VR will be a $34.1
billion market by 2023, while a Worldplay report finds
that 65% of consumers believe VR can change the way
they shop.
So How Do We Create Virtual Online Experiences For
Consumers, Before They Even Buy Our Products?
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Packaging technologies that can
be used to elevate shoppers’
e-commerce experience can
also be used to revolutionize a
brand’s packaging process.
The consumer online shopping experience is currently
one dimensional; a typical journey includes a consumer
going to a company’s website (or Amazon) to shop for a
particular item, clicking on the purchasable item and
thinking, “Wow, this looks nice!” But wouldn’t it be
even better if the consumer could view and experience
the product in 3D?
Some retailers are already capitalizing on AR and VR
technologies, such as Wayfair. When consumers go to
the Wayfair website, they can click on an item and view
furniture and decor in their homes in 3D before they
buy. The company has even ensured the AR technology
is mobile friendly, allowing consumers to shop on the
go from their iPhone.
Shopping For Home Goods May Have Gone 3D, But
What About Consumable Products And Their
Packaging?
Consumers are going to want a similar experience
while online grocery shopping, too, and consumer
packaged goods (CPG) brands must work to elevate
that experience. Utilizing technologies that enable CPGs
to create 2D/3D packaging shots that can be sent
straight to a company’s e-commerce website would be
nice to have because it allows the consumer to better
visualize the product's size and shape while
comprehending the ingredients, etc.
But VR isn’t just for consumers. Brand leaders can
leverage packaging technologies to improve their
internal packaging approval processes.
VR Packaging Technologies Help Win Executive AND
Consumer Approvals
By visualizing a package in VR, executives get a 3D
preview of what the package will look like in a variety of
contexts. VR technology allows executives to see what
a product package looks like both early in the value
chain and what the package will look like at the end of
the value chain (or on the shelf). When you place a
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product in a VR environment, you can see whether the
chosen color makes the package pop on the shelf or if it
merely blends into all the surrounding competition. It
becomes easier to approve packaging designs while
placed in the environment in which it performs.
Executives can also easily request changes — like color
and shape — without running up material costs.
When the package design concept is finished, brand
leaders often commission research studies to see how
the package performs with consumers through market
testing. This process usually can take 12 weeks or
more, but VR technologies can help expedite feedback
by leveraging VR with in-house focus groups — getting
faster insights from the consumer and saving CPGs
both time and money.
For example, companies like L’Oreal have created a
virtual reality room called the “Beauty Lab” to increase
efficiency during the packaging decision making process.
L’Oreal’s Dermablend brand tested packaging designs in
the lab, rendering the packages with 3D modeling and
placing the product inside a virtual Ulta store. From there,
the brand brought in a focus group and requested
feedback on the different branding and packaging.
Packaging is a Digital, Physical and Virtual
Experience for Both Consumers and CPGs
While packaging itself is still physical, it now lives on
digital channels and can even be enhanced virtually.
Companies must look to evolve product packaging as
shopping experiences continue to change. Consumers
are already using AR/VR technologies to improve their
buying experience online, and packaging should go 3D
to help elevate and influence e-commerce purchasing
decisions. Creating 2D/3D pack shots is simple when
using the appropriate packaging software, and it enables
easy sharing to e-commerce or retail websites.
Separately, these same packaging technologies that
can be used to elevate shoppers’ e-commerce
experience can also be used to revolutionize your
brand’s packaging process. Being able to visualize the
package in 3D gives your team the agility to make
adjustments without incurring costs — and brings
consumer research in-house. By expediting executive
approvals and consumer feedback on product
packaging, you can get your product to market faster.
The Esko product portfolio supports and manages the
packaging and print processes for brand owners,
retailers, designers, premedia and trade shops, packaging
manufacturers, and converters. www.esko.com/en PS
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VERTICAL MARKET: WINE PACKAGING

Garçon Wines Creates Award-Winning
Sustainable, Flat Bottle
The London-based creators of an eco-friendly, flat wine bottle made from
100% postconsumer recycled PET has been recognized for its innovative
packaging, including:
World Food Innovation Awards 2019: Winner - Best Sustainable Packaging
World Food Innovation Awards 2019: Winner - Best Packaging Design
Plastics Recycling Europe Awards 2019: Winner - Plastic Packaging Product of
the Year (with partner RPC M&H Plastics)
Onboard Hospitality Awards 2019: Winner - Innovation of the Year
Business Green Leaders Awards 2019: Finalist - Innovation of the Year*
National Recycling Awards 2019: Finalist - Recycled Product of the Year*
*Winner not yet announced at press time.
New Wine Launch Created For New-Gen Drinkers
Fourth Wave — in partnership with drinks design specialist Denomination —
launched Tread Softly, a range of lighter-style wines for consumers who are
drinking less but better quality. The family-run winemaker produces the range —
Prosecco, Pinot Grigio, Sauvignon Blanc, rosé, Pinot Noir and Grenache — using
sustainable vineyard management and winemaking techniques, as well as lean
and green reduced-weight bottles and cans with branding that is nature friendly
and minimalist.

Eco-friendly, flat wine bottle
made of recycled PET.
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Estal Introduces New Model with Minimalist Ring Profile
Packaging distributor Estal introduced the new model Sommelier that reflects
a minimalist ring profile that provides a connecting the ring and the neck of the
bottle with a small hollow groove in the glass. The company has managed to
make the traditional extra thickness formed by a counter ring or a flange
disappear. In this way, a quasicontinuous line from the
shoulder radius to the top of
the ring was built. A key
selling point is that it does not
modify the production
conditions of the bottles for
the glassmaker but still limits
the carbon footprint. The
format, available in both high
and low versions, allows direct
printing on almost all its height
and does not imply any change
in the capping conditions of
the traditional bottle.
Tread Softly is for consumers who are
drinking less but better quality wine.
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Caption: Estal's new
minimalist ring profile.

How NFC Decode App Can Stop Counterfeiting
Counterfeit wine is an estimated $3 billion market. And for
every dollar of fake wine sold, premium wine brands are
losing business. Consider the 2012 case of wine collector
Rudy Kurniawan who mixed and sold fraudulent bottles of
vintage wine. As much as $550 million in counterfeit wine
he sold is still on the market today. And while there’s no
single layer solution to this widespread problem, smart
labeling technology is proving promising as a way for
The Garçon Wines 10 Bottle Case.
premium wine customers to authenticate the provenance of
the wine they purchase. Each NFC tag has a semi-conductor
with a unique identification number, allowing wine brands to
program item-specific information into each wine label which
is encrypted and far more difficult to replicate than a UPC code. When combined with other anti-fraud precautions,
NFC tagging allows premium wine brands to prevent counterfeiting, and it lets premium wine customers be
confident in every purchase. For wines in the $150-and-up price category, the cost of the NFC tag is
inconsequential when compared the added value of brand protection, consumer trust and fraud prevention. And
with a study reporting 75% of wine customers are more likely to purchase from a brand if they use anti-fraud
technology, incorporating NFC tags into product labels could contribute to sales uplift. Deploying a well-crafted NFC
solution takes time. Brands that don’t start experimenting today will be hard-pressed to catch up to their earlyadopting competitors. Label converters will lead the charge for integrating NFC tags into product labels with other
third parties offering their expertise for the promotional, software and infrastructure pieces of the NFC puzzle. PS
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Material Focus

Bio-Packaging
The solution to how we keep food fresh could well
involve pinching a trick from nature — wrap it in an
orange peel.
Bio-Peel is a new material unveiled by design student
Denny Handley, a product design student at Brunel
University London. The material blends waste orange
peels with a mixture of other biodegradable products to
create a new packaging material that’s strong, malleable
and environmentally friendly.
“Initially, I had the idea that you could use all the
waste produced making one liter of orange juice to
create the carton,” said Handley. “But the material itself
steadily degrades in water, so I looked for other
applications for it.”
The new material uses a mixture of orange peels
sourced from industrial juicing waste, bio-polymers,
vegetable glycerine — a by-product of bio-diesel — and
water, and it is hardened through a process of

moulding, baking and drying.
“My aim was to replace single-use plastic
alternatives with a fully biodegradable option,” said
Handley, 22, who showcased his product at Made in
Brunel at the Bargehouse in London’s Oxo Tower.
“Developing the material was a bit like baking a cake —
you add more of one type of ingredient, and a different
type of cake comes out. I did a lot of testing to define
what each ingredient did, and what changing each
ingredient did to the final material. I could then tailor the
mix to what I needed for the moulds and the final
system.”
The material’s opaque and rustic nature means it’s
unlikely to be adopted for selling goods in the
supermarket, says Handley, but is more likely to be
used in situations such as farmers’ markets, delis or
packing crates. It could also be used to make other hard
surfaces, such as tables. PS

Bio-Peel packaging combines orange
peel waste and biodegradable products.
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PACKAGED FOR THE FUTURE
Packaging plays a strong role in forming consumer impressions and emotional connections
with a brand. The Packaging Group is the leading packaging publication assemblage
in the industry, boasting 2 POWERHOUSE BRANDS and 3 TOP INDUSTRY EVENTS.
The Packaging Group covers all aspects of packaging, from materials and machinery
through the design of finished products.
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